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SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS 
 
for gasoline driven units, specifically mobile generators and small extinguishing 
systems fitted in vehicles. For safety reasons these instructions apply both to new 
models and to existing models. 
 

1. Before and after use in all cases, you must check the tank and fuel lines for possible damage 
and/or fuel leaks. Do not use the unit in case of leakage. 

2. Operations with engine-driven units are strictly forbidden in closed vehicle body compartments. 
Units specifically designed for use in closed spaces are not subject to this rule. 

3. As a general rule, for operations on the vehicle completely open the roller shutters and completely 
open the folding access step first. Swivel or pull the unit out completely. 

4. Even with an integrated exhaust gas system and inlet air vent operations with the unit swivelled in 
must not exceed a maximum of 30 minutes. After max. 30 minutes, make sure you completely 
swivel or pull out the unit. 

5. Ensure a sufficient air supply, especially to the rear, sides and above the unit. 

6. Make sure the exhaust gas flow from the engine is not directed at persons or flammable objects, 
and especially not at fuel cans deposited in the vicinity. You may need to use an approved exhaust 
gas hose. 

7. When handling gasoline, and especially when opening tanks for inspection purposes or to fill up 
with fuel, avoid sparks (in particular, be aware of the danger of static discharge): the use of mobile 
phones and radios is forbidden. 

8. Never expose fuel canisters to high temperatures (direct sunlight) to avoid unnecessary expansion 
of the fuel. 

9. Switch off the fuel tap shortly before switching off the engine to prevent unburnt, combustible gas 
mixtures accumulating in the exhaust tract. 

10. Always switch off the engine before removing the filler cap for inspection purposes or to fill up with 
fuel. Always wear protective gloves/protective clothing! 

11. Before opening the filler cap, allow the device to cool down for a few minutes! (Observe the 
operation manual!) 

12. Open filler caps on units and/or caps on fuel canisters carefully and slowly to allow any excess 
pressure to escape. After doing so, carefully open fully. 

13. Run the tank empty as far as possible: avoid topping up partly filled, hot tanks. 

14. If permanent operations are required (in completely swivelled out state only), use a 3-way valve for 
safe operations. In this case, first make sure you run the tank almost empty, before switching to fuel 
canister mode. 

15. Make sure that generators and other units are in original condition and/or use only original 
accessories and spare parts. Modifications to the device, or the use of third party accessories and 
spare parts, are subject to written approval by the manufacturer and/or Rosenbauer International 
AG. 

16. Manufacturer and/or Rosenbauer International AG will not accept any liability in case of 
unapproved modifications and/or the use of unapproved accessories. 


